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Abstract. In this paper, we present ongoing work on an application-level

platform that assists in broadcasting multimedia streams in heterogeneous

mobile systems. Our work revolves around the notion of a technology domain,

which is a set of resources that serve mobile clients connecting to the mobile

system through a specific wireless technology. We consider the policies that

technology domains use to (a) manage the availability of content channels and

their perceptual quality levels, and (b) to manage the adaptation strategy that

clients must follow in switching between quality levels. We discuss our future

work in these areas, which will focus on adaptation as a result of clients

roaming between different technology domains.

1. Introduction

In a Future Mobile System (FMS), applications will run on top of an IP-based
network infrastructure that uses a wide variety of wireless network technologies and

serves many different mobile devices [1]. An FMS will be operated by various

administrative authorities [2] that enable mobile users to roam in an unrestricted

manner [3-7].

In this paper, we present ongoing work on an application-level platform [8] that

assists in broadcasting multimedia streams in an FMS (cf. [9]). Our model of an FMS
revolves around the notion of a technology domain. A technology domain consists of

a set of resources at the edge of an FMS that serve mobile clients connecting to the

FMS through a specific wireless technology [2]. Technology domains manage the

availability of content channels (e.g., the eight o’clock news of a certain television

network) and their perceptual quality levels (e.g., videophone or TV quality [10])

through channel policies. Similarly, they manage the strategy that clients must follow
in switching from one quality level to another through adaptation policies [11]. Our

work concentrates on adaptation as a result of clients roaming between different

technology domains [3-6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the high-

level notion of a broadcast channel that we use in our work. In Section 3, we present
our view of an FMS in terms of technology domains. We consider the channel and

adaptation policies that technology domains use in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We

conclude with a summary and a brief outlook on our future work in Section 6.



2. Channels

A channel broadcasts multimedia content (e.g., a soccer match) from one server to a

number of (mobile) clients. A channel consists of a small number (up to 3 or 4) of
differentiated channels (diff channels) that the server simulcasts [12]. The diff

channels of a channel contain the same content, but are optimized for different coarse-

grained classes of clients (e.g., clients with small displays). At the application-level, a

server compresses and packetizes each diff channel using various types of encoders

(e.g., MPEG-4 [13]) and packetizers (e.g., RTP [14]) to attain good client coverage.

The output of these two operations consists of a set of streams for each encoder-
packetizer combination. The number of streams depends on whether the server

packetizes the audio and video parts of a diff channel together, and on whether or not

the involved encoder is a layered one [15-17]. A client can receive several streams of

a channel at a time, but we assume that they must belong to the same diff channel.

As an example, consider the channel of Figure 1. The content that it carries is a

class on Object Oriented Programming (OOP). The server uses two diff channels for
the OOP channel, one of which has additional contrast to better suit (mobile) clients

with small screens. The server encodes and packetizes the high-contrast stream into

four streams using two encoder-packetizer combinations. One of these combinations

involves MPEG-4 (encoding) and RTP (packetization) and results in three layered

MPEG-4/RTP streams. Client 2 in Figure 1 is a PDA that subscribes to one or more of
these streams to receive the high-contrast diff channel.
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Fig. 1. Example of a channel.

In our model, servers associate perceptual quality levels [10] with each diff

channel they transmit. These quality levels can for instance be based on perceived

quality assessments [11, 18]. For each combination of encoder and packetizer, a

server also defines which streams a client must receive to attain which quality level
[15-17].

Servers provide information on the channels they support so that clients can

determine which diff channels and which of their quality levels they can receive. This

information pertains to the content a channel carries, the properties and perceptual

quality levels of its diff channels, the encoding and packetization properties of its

streams, their relation to the quality levels of a diff channel (e.g., the number of
streams a client needs to receive to attain a certain quality level), and the IP-level QoS



requirements of streams (e.g., in terms of bandwidth and loss characteristics). A

server can for instance describe the perceptual quality levels of a stream in the form of

parameters such as frame rate and pixel count [19]. Alternatively, they may be

expressed in the form of well-known labels such as ‘videophone’ or ‘TV’ quality
[10]. For ease of notation, we will use the latter option in this paper.

Channels may be aggregated into multi-channels if there exist multiple servers that

simultaneously transmit the same content. For instance, there could be multiple

servers that transmit a soccer match. We assume however that clients only receive

streams of one channel of a multi-channel (e.g., the soccer match transmitted by

CNN) at a time. Observe that multi-channels are identified by the content they carry.
Individual channels are identified by the content they carry and the server that

transmits them. We will not consider multi-channels any further in this paper.

3. Domains

We model the infrastructure of an FMS in terms of administrative domains. An

administrative domain consists of a set of resources (hosts, networks, routers, and

gateways) that is owned and governed by a single administrative authority (based on

[20, 21]). We think of an administrative domain as an autonomous system that

operates its resources according to a set of policies [21]. Our work concentrates on

edge domains that (at a minimum) provide client devices with wireless IP-level
connectivity to an FMS (e.g., the campus, Computer Science and Electrical

Engineering domains of Figure 2). We focus on domain policies that manage

application-level resources such as channels, diff channels and streams. In this

context, we particularly zoom in on policies that deal with Quality of Service (QoS)

and mobility issues (see Sections 4 and 5).
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Fig. 2. Broadcasting an audio-video channel in a multi-domain FMS.



Our model distinguishes one or more technology domains within each

administrative domain. A technology domain consists of the subset of resources and

policies of an administrative domain that serve client devices connecting to the FMS

through a specific link-level technology. In our work, these are typically wireless
technologies such as UMTS, 802.11, and HIPERLAN2.

The radio front-end of a technology domain typically forms a separate subnet that

covers a certain geographical area. This area is determined by the location of the

administrative domain (e.g., a university campus in the Netherlands) and the coverage

characteristics of the associated network technology (e.g., short-range for Bluethooth,

medium-range for 802.11, and long-range for a UMTS technology domain) [2]. The
back-end resources of different technology domains in the same administrative

domain may overlap. For instance, an 802.11 and a Bluetooth technology domain may

share routers, fixed network links and gateways. Figure 2 shows several examples of

technology domains (e.g., the 802.11 technology domain in the Computer Science

administrative domain). In this example, we assume that the campus domain

(campus.uni.nl) forms an overlay [1, 4] for the Computer Science and Electrical
Engineer domains (cs.uni.nl and ee.uni.nl, respectively). We will explain the other

objects that appear in Figure 2 in the next section.

4. Channel Policies

A technology domain uses a channel policy to define which channels (e.g., the class

on OOP from server S in Figure 2) and diff channels (e.g., the high-contrast one only)

are available to clients in a technology domain, at which perceptual quality levels

(e.g., videophone and VCR quality), and under which conditions. The latter may for

instance depend on the time of day (e.g., resource hungry quality levels are only
available off rush hour) or on the types of clients that are present in the technology

domain at a particular point in time (e.g., there is a majority of devices with a small

display). A channel policy also prescribes which types of streams (in terms of

encoding and packetization formats) must be used under which conditions.

We use an application-level gateway [10, 11, 17, 22-26] to enforce the channel

policies of a technology domain. A gateway (logically) belongs to one technology
domain and intercepts a channel before it reaches any of the client devices in the

technology domain. This means that clients always receive a channel from a gateway

in one of the technology domains they can connect to and do not directly connect to a

server [15, 16, 27]. Our approach is therefore breaks the Internet’s end-to-end

paradigm. Unfortunately, technology domains would be unable to locally enforce

their channel policies without an intermediate gateway. The exception to this rule are
clients that reside in the same technology domain as the server. In this case, we expect

the server to enforce the channel policy. Figure 2 shows four gateways (one for each

technology domain) that intercept the OOP channel.

A gateway may modify a channel if it does not conform to the channel policy of a

technology domain. A gateway does not make any modifications to a channel if the
channel is already in line with the policy. In this case, the gateway simply relays the

channel to the clients in the technology domain.



A gateway may change a channel in several ways [10] to have it meet a certain

channel policy. It may for instance reduce the perceptual quality of a diff channel

(e.g., by dropping frames) to reduce the bandwidth it consumes. In this case, the

gateway essentially defines and creates its own quality levels. A gateway may also
change the encoding of a stream [22, 25] if the clients in the technology domain do

not support the encoding that the server uses. Although technology domains are free

to support as many domain-specific quality levels and streams as they see fit, we

envision that they will only make a small number of them available simultaneously

for reasons of scalability.

We expect that servers will indicate to what degree they allow gateways in the
FMS to alter their streams. Some servers may for instance be very strict (e.g., a server

of a television network) and will not allow gateways to make any changes to their

(copyrighted) content. Other servers (e.g., the tele-learning server S of Figures 1 and

2) might allow this, but may want to put restrictions on the perceptual quality levels to

which a stream may be lowered. They may also want to limit the set of encoding

formats to which streams may be transcoded, how many times a stream may be
modified, and so on. Yet other servers might not care about modifications at all and

allow gateways to change their streams as they see fit. Observe that in this paper we

only allow gateways to alter streams. We do not consider clients that modify a stream

other than in terms of depacketization and decompression operations.

The effects of a channel policy (e.g., the availability of certain high-end perceptual
quality levels) should be restricted to the corresponding technology domain. To

accomplish this, we have proposed that gateways transmit streams onto IP multicast

groups that are scoped [28] to the gateway’s technology domain [29]. Clients in the

technology domain can subscribe to one or more of these multicast groups (streams)

to attain a quality level that is appropriate for them. As we will see in Section 5, this

approach also allows us to combine QoS adaptation and handoff control.
Clients use a service discovery mechanism (e.g., a well-known multicast group

[22, 23]) to learn about the technology domains they can use to connect to an FSM.

For instance, client 5 (Figure 2) can use the Bluetooth and 802.11 domains of

cs.uni.nl, and the UMTS domain of campus.uni.nl. Clients interact with these

technology domains to determine which channels, diff channels, streams, and

perceptual quality levels they can receive from each technology domain. The inputs of
this negotiation process consist of the channel policies of the involved technology

domains (e.g., of the 802.11 technology domain), the capabilities of the client (e.g.,

the properties of client 5’s display and its encoder support), and the available

resources on the paths from the client to the various gateways (e.g., gateways 1, 2 and

4 for client 5). The result consists of a set of scoped multicast groups from one of the

technology domains that the client must join to attain a quality level associated with a
channel of its choice.

5. Adaptation Policies

Technology domains use an adaptation policy to define at which points a client in a

technology domain should initiate and complete a change to which other perceptual



quality level (e.g., when to drop back from VCR to videophone quality) [11], and

under which conditions (e.g., depending on the time of day). This may be a quality

level of the same diff channel that the client currently receives, or a quality level of

one of the other diff channels in a channel (cf. Figure 1).
Adaptation may be required for various reasons, including roaming, RF

interference, increased traffic load [30, 31], network congestion [15, 16, 27], or a

channel policy evaluating to false (which could for instance trigger the removal of a

quality level that some clients are receiving at). Our work concentrates on adaptation

as a result of a client roaming between different technology domains, either within the

same or across different administrative domains [7]. Application-level adaptation
policies are also discussed in [11], but for the purpose of configuring per-stream rate

controllers.

Since channels are scoped to technology domains at the FMS’ edges (see Section

4), a roaming client (e.g., client 5 in Figure 2) may have to hand off to a scoped

channel in another technology domain when it crosses a technology domain

boundary. A handoff policy is a special type of adaptation policy that defines when a
mobile client should initiate and complete such an inter-tech handoff. We have

outlined several application-level handoff policies in [29] that are based on the packet

loss characteristics of the paths between a client and the gateways it can reach. These

policies can be used for inter-tech handoffs in an overlay situation. Work on IP-level

handoff policies for similar purposes can be found in [32].
Before a client can execute a handoff, it must first discover if the channel (i.e.,

content) it is currently receiving is available in the technology domains that are

potential targets for handoff. For each domain where this is the case, the client must

also figure out which diff channels, quality levels, and streams it can use. This

procedure is similar to the one we discussed at the end of Section 4. The result

consists of a set of diff channels and quality levels for each technology domain the
client can handoff to. In case of a tie, policies of the end-user should ensure that a

handoff can commence automatically (“user involvement with minimal user

interaction” [32]). As an example, consider client 5 (Figure 2) roaming from the

Bluetooth domain into the 802.11 domain. Before the client can execute a handoff, it

must first determine if the OOP channel it is receiving is available in the 802.11

domain. Assuming this is the case, the client has to figure out which diff channels,
quality levels, and streams it can use. If there are multiple possibilities, the end-user

policies must resolve the tie. The end-user could for instance favor the videophone

quality level of the 802.11 domain over its TV quality level because the former

consumes less energy [32]. Alternatively, client 5 may consider subscribing to OOP

channels other than the one in the 802.11 domain (e.g., the UMTS technology domain

of campus.uni.nl). This situation for instance occurs when the OOP channel is not
available in the 802.11 domain. Another possibility would be that client 5 considers

the OOP diff channels and quality levels that are available in the 802.11 domain

unacceptable.

The handoff targets in our model (a diff channel, a quality level, and its associated

streams) map to a set of scoped multicast groups in the target technology domain (see
Section 4). The client therefore subscribes to the multicast groups in the target

technology domain to execute the handoff. To smooth the handoff [11] and to handle

ping-pongs [3] between the current and the target technology domains, the client may



buffer the streams it receives from the gateway in the target domain. When it is done

buffering, it puts the streams in the target domain on screen and leaves the multicast

groups in the old technology domain.

Finally, it is important to observe that our solution operates at the application-level
and combines QoS adaptation and handoff control (cf. [11]). Similar application-level

approaches exist for Internet Telephony [33, 34] and H.323 [35, 36]. They can be

used for inter-technology and inter-domain roaming as well, but as far we know they

only deal with mobility management (including handoff control) and do not consider

QoS-related issues ([36] briefly mentions it, but gives no details). Also note that the

indirection provided by IP multicast frees us from having an invariant IP address for
mobile clients (UDP communications only). In fact, a client in our model gets a new

IP address (e.g., through DHCP [37]) every time it crosses a boundary of a technology

domain. We are thus not required to use Mobile IP [38]. Although IP multicast has

been used to support IP-level mobility [4, 6, 39-41], we are not aware of any work

that uses IP multicast for combined QoS adaptation and handoff control at the

application-level.

6. Summary and Future Work

We have presented a model for broadcasting multimedia content in an FMS. The

model revolves around the notion of a technology domain. A technology domain
manages the channels, diff channels, streams, and perceptual quality levels it offers to

clients through a channel policy. Similarly, it manages the adaptation behavior of

clients in case of an inter-tech handoff by means of a handoff policy.

Our future work will be on discovering the channels, diff channels, perceptual

quality levels and streams that are available in the technology domain into which a
client roams. This will involve negotiation protocols that take channel and handoff

policies, as well as capabilities and available resources of mobile clients and wireless

networks into account.
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